
YEAR 10 DISTANCE LEARNING 

WB Monday 1st June 

Detailed instructions can be found as usual on Show My Homework. 

Subject Distance Learning 

Art &Photography  Watch YouTube tutorials by an artist and create a textural piece.  
Photography:  create overlaid edits on Photoshop, try to take more photographs 
throughout the week and weekend.  

Business Studies 
 

Complete worksheets on external factors including legislation and economic factors: start 

with the short answer questions to practice exam style questions  

Child Development 
 

Complete R019 Nutrition and Equipment unit and then do extension tasks provided on a 
PowerPoint. 

Citizenship Read through the information page on Politics Beyond the UK and complete a worksheet, 

with extension activities included. 

Computer Science Read through resources provided and make revision notes. Then answer questions on 
Password systems and Biometric measures (particularly for mobile devices). 

Dance A create a mindmap on one of the professional works. Work through PowerPoint for the 

relevant assessment criteria. 

Drama Read and watch the relevant specific BBC Bitesize online revision content, then complete 
the online tests for each section. 

DT Read worksheets and complete mark making exercises. 

English The Life of Pi - Read text and complete 3 tasks. 

The Time Machine - Read text and complete 3 tasks. 

French Check Reading and Listening comprehension of Unit 3. 

Record score for producing language and for comprehension. 

Geography Work through a PowerPoint on how to structure a 6 mark exam question on fracking  

German Revise vocabulary on Free time.  Complete worksheets on Musik, Kino und Fernsehen and 

Essen und Trinken. 

History Watch a YouTube revision video on The Early Cold War 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JR0hosXdkAM) and do a knowledge quiz which goes 

with it. 

Hospitality & 
Catering  

Independently complete 15 challenges then develop ideas. 

Maths Hegarty Maths Tasks set. 

Media Studies 
 

Complete long answer revision questions for the print advertising unit. 

Music (GCSE) Listen to a new genre of music and analyse the elements of music within this piece. 

Complete work on music theory and rehearse for solo performance.  

Music (BTEC) 
 

Complete listening diary entry on new style of music. Answer extended answer on health 
and safety in music events.  

PE Complete all recall tasks on components of fitness, muscles, well-being and diet and 

complete all 3 exam questions. 

Science Complete questions and activities on diseases and their spread. 

Sociology 
 

Complete spider diagram activity to connect the topic of social stratification with families.  

Spanish Revise vocabulary on free time, unit 3 (quizlet and BBC bitesize), work with a song using 

the future tense and translate a document about activities to be done after lockdown using 

future tense. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JR0hosXdkAM

